SahajVidya Subsidiary Index of Minor entries - Letter A/1
(List of smaller entries)
A/Aa
'A', the short 'a' sound… pronounced 'uh'… when used as a
prefix… means 'without' (850505), as in ‘avidya’, whilst…
'Aa', the long 'Aa' sound… means, when prefixed… 'the whole'… as
in Agnya (781218)
Aapar
Absolute (791009.1); The Absolute, as opposed to the Relative
(791009.1)
Ablutions
see: Hygiene
Absorbing
see: Absorption
Accidents
see: Shiva; Kalki; Mother Earth; Earthquakes
Acharya Kaka Bhujandar
see: Bhujandar
Achitia
Means 'beyond attention' (791202.4)
Adharmic
One who is lacking in dharma or righteousness (800727)
Adi Ma
The Primordial Mother (960609)
Adi Nath
A Guru who lived in Maharashtra (790530)
Adikara
The Right, the authority to say something to another (830202)
Adinathaya
He is the Primordial Master… you can say Master… Nath is Master
(791202.4)
Adub
In Hindi language, there is 'Adub'… means modesty and… respect…
but more than respect… a style of saying things… not in Urdu, but
in Hindi of day-to-day talking - there's respect, and a way to
address others (971225)
Affairs
see: Freedom; Permissiveness; Sex; Adultery
Agamya
Not to be known, not to be understood (880106)
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Agni
Fire, in Sanskrit (941105.1)
Agordis
People, who… can put a dagger into their hands (771121)
Agyana
Ignorance (800102)
Ahankaraananda
The satisfaction of the ego (850505)
Ahlada
Joy (890814.1)
Aim
see: Goal; Purpose
Akasha
The ether. The 5th element, through which all collective work is
done. If a Realised soul puts attention on something, then it gets
done, through the ether. Miracles are also done through the ether
(781005)
Alada
see: Ahlada
Alaka
Same as Aparoksha, meaning which is not seen by anyone, which
no-one knows about (791015)
Alauki
Beyond worldly relationships (821219)
Alice Bailey
A Supraconscious individual who foretold about Shri Mataji
Nirmala Devi, saying that there will be a new Yoga where people
will get connected to the Holy Ghost (820130)
Alta
A red mark… worn by married women… to protect a woman from
evil coming through her feet… because she walks bare-feet… and
she must be protected… and this is the protection (790609.3)
Amar
The one who cannot be killed… who cannot die… who is eternal
(850504)
Amaradhipaya
Who is the Eternal Lord (791202.4)
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Amavasia
Day when there is no moon in the sky (871016)
Amba
The Kundalini (960910)
Ambrosia
Ambrose (881211), or Amrut… that which is drunk by the Devas
(970600)
Anaemia
A problem of the spleen (811006)
Analogy
Should not be carried too far… as wise Sahaja Yogis, you should
not carry it too far (830821)
Ananda
Joy (810928)
Ananda Lahari
Name used by Adi Shankaracharya to describe the cool breeze of
the Holy Ghost (791203)
Ananda Marg
A false guru, whose own wife came to Sahaja Yoga and got her
Realisation, and then later told him… 'you better take to a better
life now…' (830302)
Ananda Mayi
A horrible philanthropic woman (790416)
_______

- Jai Shri Mataji –
Note: This Subsidiary Index is in 2 parts. The 2nd part is named
“SahajVidya Subsidiary Index of Minor entries - Letter A/Pt 2”
Tape References
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins

For the decoding of the “Tape References” at each of the above
definitions, go to the SiteMap at tab No 6, and in the small panel
at bottom right hand corner, headed ‘Downloadable items’ look for
the “Tapes Researched for this Web Site…” & here you will have
the choice of 2 listings, where you may look to find the tape used
for this particular quote.
Source: www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy
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